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Unless annotated, all articles courtesy of Ready to Go Newsletters 
 

This newsletter and any information contained herein are intended for general informational purposes only and should not be construed as legal, financial or medical 

advice. The publisher takes great efforts to ensure the accuracy of information contained in this newsletter. However, we will not be responsible at any time for any 

errors or omissions or any damages, howsoever caused, that result from its use. Seek competent professional advice and/or legal counsel with respect to any matter 

discussed or published in this newsletter.  

 

Why Not Pass Me 
to a Friend? 

 

If you’ve enjoyed this newsletter and found 

its information useful, please pass it to a 

neighbor, friend or  co-worker. 

And if you have any comments about it, don’t 

forget to give us a call or send us an email! 

To our clients with brokerage         

accounts through NPB/Pershing 

 

 If you would like to execute a purchase or sell 

of an investment through your brokerage account, 

please feel free to give us a call. Our registered 

staff (Zechariah & Heather) will be happy to take 

your instructions. They can give you updated price 

quotes and answer questions at the time of your 

call. Please do not leave transaction instructions on 

voicemail. Emailed instructions will be accepted 

on an exception basis only. In any event, do not 

assume that your instructions have been received 

and/or executed until you get a return email (or 

telephone call) confirming that your order has 

been received. If you have already spoken to 

Mark, Gary, or Greg regarding the specific pur-

chase or sell, there is generally no need to call in 

the order. 

 

It takes a lot of courage to show your dreams to someone else. ~ Erma Bombeck 

 

I don’t like to share my personal life … it wouldn’t be personal if I shared it.  

~ George Clooney 

Somewhere along the way, when we were building social media products, we 

forgot the reason we like to communicate with our friends is because it’s fun.  

~ Evan Spiegel 

Human relationships used to be easy: you had friends, boy- or girlfriends, par-

ents, children, and landlords. Now, thanks to social media, it’s all gone sideways.  

~ Susan Orlean 

Often we come home from a sharing session with a feeling that something pre-

cious has been taken away from us or that holy ground has been trodden upon.  

~ Henri J.M. Nouwen 

 

Debt Has Been Our Dirty Secret 
Long Enough 

 
Almost everyone has debt, but no one wants to 

talk about it. It’s time we do, however, if we’re 

ever going to get out of it. 

According to the New York Federal Reserve, in 

the first quarter of 2016, the total U.S. consumer 

debt (including mortgages, auto loans, student 

loans, and credit cards) stood at $12.25 trillion.  

Just as important, we’ve reached the largest in-

crease in mortgage debt since the beginning of the 

Great Recession.  

In 2015, the average household debt totaled 

$130,922, and pays a total of $6,658 in interest 

per year, that is 9 percent of their average house-

hold income ($75,591), according to a recent 

study by NerdWallet.  

Its American Household Credit Card Debt Study 

analyzed data from several sources, including the 

New York Federal Reserve and the U.S. Census 

Bureau, then commissioned an online survey of 

more than 2,000 adults.  

One reason debt has grown so dramatically is that 

the growth in the cost of living now outpaces the 

growth in our household incomes.  

In the last 12 years, the growth in median house-

hold income was up by 26 percent, while our cost 

of living increased by 29 percent, according to the 

study.  

There’s also been a change in the way we think 

about debt. In the past, people bought cars, and 

sometimes houses, for cash.  

Today, credit is king. In U.S. households that car-

ry credit card debt, the average amount of that 

debt is $15,762.  

And many of those households don’t even realize 

the extent of their debt.  

Debt isn’t always bad. A student loan can lead to 

a higher-paying job, for example. But credit card 

debt, with its high interest rates, can prove very 

costly over the long term.  

Debt should be paid off as quickly as possible. 

And while that will require many of us to adopt a 

new perspective, the end result can be life-

changing, in a good way.  

.Mexican-style  

Grilled Corn 
This also works well when you cut the cobs in 

half. 

Serves 4  

¼ cup mayonnaise 

¼ cup sour cream 

¼ teaspoon cayenne pepper, or more to taste 

Zest of one lime 

¼ cup chopped cilantro 

4 ears shucked corn 

Salt to taste 

½ cup crumbled Cotija or feta cheese 

1 lime cut into wedges  

Directions 

Turn grill on high and preheat for 15 minutes.  

In a small bowl combine mayonnaise, sour cream, 

cayenne pepper, lime zest, and cilantro. 

Oil grate and place corn on grill, turning occasion-

ally until all sides are a little charred, about 8-12 

minutes. 

Place corn in a dish and season all sides with a 

sprinkling of salt. Add half the mayonnaise mix-

ture and toss to coat. 

Serve with remaining sauce, cheese crumbles, and 

lime wedges. 

Science Explains the Flab on 

Your Lab 

You really can’t blame your pet 

Lab for begging for scraps. Recent 

research indicates nearly a quarter 

of the breed lacks a gene that helps 

control hunger.  

Veterinarians estimate that more 

than 50 percent of pet dogs in 

North America are obese. Howev-

er, as some animal health profes-

sionals are quick to point out, 

there’s no standard definition for obesity in ani-

mals. And these troubling numbers skyrocket 

among Labrador Retrievers as 60 percent of this 

breed is considered obese.  

With a biological reason behind it, it’s easy to un-

derstand why your pup is so likely to beg for food. 

To prevent obesity in your dog, consider more 

active ways of engaging with your canine. Throw 

a toy bone instead of an edible one. Spend more 

summer evenings walking or playing in dog parks. 

Find something that can energize both of you. 

That said, there may be some benefits to your 

dog’s cravings, so don’t feel too badly if Fido in-

sists on scraps; your dog probably responds well to 

food rewards. Using a food reward system often 

makes breeds such as Labs easy to train, plus it 

explains why they make good service dogs. A 

breed’s trainability, not just its potential for obesi-

ty, is important to remember when choosing and 

caring for a family pet. 

Sudoku instructions: Complete the 9 × 9 gr id so that each row, 

each column and each of the nine 3 × 3 boxes contains the digits 1 

through 9. Contact me for the solution! 



 
 

It’s not too late!  If you haven’t 
done so, call our office 
to schedule your annual 
review appointment.    

 

Best This Year—The #1 performing individual stock within the S&P 500 during the first half of 2016 gained +117.5%.  That 
same stock lost 4.8% in 2015, ranking #273 of 500 stocks last year.  Source:  BTN Research 
 
Best Last Year—The #1 performing individual stock within the S&P 500 during calendar year 2015 gained +134.4% last 
year.  That same stock lost 20.0% in the first half of 2016, ranking #460 of 500 stocks after 6 months this year.  Source:  
BTN Research 
 
More Than Anyone—Oil reserves in the United States (defined as recoverable oil from existing fields, from future discover-
ies and from yet undiscovered areas) are projected to be 264 billion barrels today (the most in the world), more than Rus-
sia’s 256 billion barrels and Saudi Arabia’s 212 billion barrels.  Source:  Rystad Energy 
 
Who’s In The Cockpit?—Half of the 60,222 airline pilots flying today for the 12 largest US employers of pilots will turn 65 
years old within the next 10 years (by 2026).  The mandatory retirement age for airline captains is 65.  Source:  KitDar-
by.com Aviation Consulting 
 
Doubled In Eight Years—Our nation’s total outstanding debt has increased +104% over the last 8 years, an increase of 
+9.3% per year.  The national debt was just $9.492 trillion as of 6/30/08.  The national debt was $19.382 trillion as of 
6/30/16, an increase of $9.9 trillion in the last 8 years.  Source:  Treasury Department 

Four Tips for Safeguarding Your Records 
 

1. Backup Records Electronically. Many people receive bank statements by email. This is a good way to secure 

your records. You can also scan tax records and insurance policies onto an electronic format. You can use an external 

hard drive, CD or DVD to store important records. Be sure you back up your files and keep them in a safe place.   

 

2. Document Valuables. Take photos or videos of the contents of your home or business. These visual records can 

help you prove the value of your lost items. They may help with insurance claims or casualty loss deductions on your 

tax return. You should store them with a friend or relative who lives out of the area. The IRS has a disaster loss 

workbook, Publication 584, which can help taxpayers compile a room-by-room list of belongings. 

 

3. Update Emergency Plans. Review your emergency plans every year. Personal and business situations change 

over time as do preparedness needs, so update them when your situation changes.  In addition, when employers hire 

new employees or when a company or organization changes functions, plans should be updated accordingly and em-

ployees should be informed of the changes. 

 

4. Get Copies of Tax Returns or Transcripts. Use Form 4506, Request for Copy of Tax Return, to replace lost or destroyed tax returns or 

need information from your return.  

 

Should You Prepare for a Stock                   

Market Crash? 

Many of us who lived through the financial crisis of 2008 believe anoth-

er stock market crash is on the horizon. Consider billionaire investor 

Carl Icahn, for example, who had a net equity position that was 150 per-

cent short as of the end of March. That indicates at least one investor 

thinks the stock market will tank. 

He isn’t alone. According to a 2016 study by the National Bureau of 

Economic Research titled “Crash Beliefs From Investor Surveys,” the 

average investor believes there is a 20 percent plus chance of a 1987-

magnitude crash (when the Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped 22.6 

percent in a single session) or 1929-magnitude crash (when the Dow 

dropped 12.8 percent in a single session). These were the worst single-

day plunges since the Dow’s inception in 1896. 

The study is based on periodic surveys conducted since 1989 that ask 

investors to assess the risk of a 1987- or 1929-magnitude crash over the 

next six months. Over the past three decades, the perceived risk aver-

aged 19 percent. In the most recent survey, it was 22.2 percent. 

That doesn’t mean a crash will happen. According to the study authors, 

investors tend to believe crash probabilities are higher during bear mar-

kets. And crash probabilities tend to rise after an increase in the number 

of references to a “crash” in the media. 

Still, when markets are volatile, it’s a good idea to review your portfolio 

with your financial advisor. He or she can tell you if you’re set up in a 

way that meets your investing goals and your risk tolerance over the 

long term. 

Worth Reading 

How to Make Quantum Leaps Personally and           
Professionally                           
By Benjamin P. Hardy—Medium.com 
 

People perform to the expectations placed upon them. 

Author Benjamin P. Hardy explores this, using illustra-

tions, and points out that we can become the people we 

want to be. Not thrilled with yourself? You can change. 

Pick the role you want to play and live it until you be-

come it. More: http://tinyurl.com/Who-R-we1 

The Wisdom of the Aging Brain 

By Anil Ananthaswamy—Nautilus 
 

Aging may increase wisdom. Journalist and author Anil 

Ananthaswamy believes old age is when we become 

“compassionate and wise.” Scientific evidence suggests 

that while some abilities decrease with age, there are 

compensations. We may experience a shift toward be-

coming wiser and developing social consciousness. Even 

better, we may be able to work toward becoming wiser. 

More: http://tinyur l.com/Who-R-we2 

The Complex Psychology of Why People Like Things 

By Julie Beck—The Atlantic 
 

Culture, personality, geography, and technology provide 

clues about how and why we like things. In an interview 

with Beck, Tom Vanderbilt, who has written a book on 

the subject, argues that taste is a way of categorizing the 

world and filtering through our options. Developing a 

true liking for something requires spending time with it, 

even if we don’t actually get why we like it. More: http://

tinyurl.com/Who-R-we3 

A Cosmic Connection We Can Drink To 
 

“The water in your glass might be older than the sun,” writes Nicholas St. Fleur of the New Y ork Times.  

How this came to be is still uncertain, but according to St. Fleur, “One prevailing theory says that water originated on our planet from ice 

specks floating in a cosmic cloud before our sun was set ablaze, more than 4.6 billion years ago.” Astrophysicists say that possibly half of 

our planet’s water originates from this interstellar gas.  

“That means … the liquid we drink … may be millions of years older than the solar system itself,” St. Fleur suggests. 

Scientists have discovered that some water molecules contain deuterium. Now they believe this deuterium-rich water can be found all over 

the solar system, and even in the water flowing from your tap. 

 

Spoiler Alert: We’re Not REALLY Sharing Anymore 

Ironically, the latest Facebook trend is a development no one – not even Facebook – expected when it was launched: Seems people aren’t 

sharing their personal information as before, thus rendering the social network a lot less social. 

Facebook’s not alone: There’s been an undeniable drop in “original sharing” across social platforms. According to a recent Slate article, 

original sharing includes “posts by people about themselves and their personal lives, as opposed to articles they’re sharing from else-

where on the web.” Since with every post we invite the world to look into our lives, this drop may be rooted in safety concerns, which 

grow as our burgeoning friends’ lists grow – often to include “friends” we’ve never even met. 

Another reason for this dip in original sharing may be a result of social pressure. Many individuals are getting big likes for their original 

content, such that average Facebook users may feel added pressure to “perform” with their posts. For some, it’s discouraging when a post 

or picture doesn’t receive enough likes or comments; according to Mahita Gajanan writing in The Guardian, users may even delete their 

“underperforming” posts. Or stop posting altogether. Then, too, maybe people are getting lazy (or tired of trying to keep up); life gets 

busy, and, perhaps the initial novelty has worn off.  

Regardless of the reasons, Facebook, at least, is adjusting. A recent article in Ars Technica notes that Facebook is shifting focus to 

“friends and family content” from “content (that) is posted by establishments with (their) own ‘page’ presence(s) on Facebook.” 

 

number, name, employment status?  Please e

Planning on moving?  Have you recently 

changed your e-mail address, phone             

number, name, employment status?  

Please e-mail sherry.rothstein@npbfg.com 

with any information needed to maintain 

your accounts. 


